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Edit Jimmy is looking to set himself up in swanky new offices and hopes that Kim Wexler will join him. She appreciates the offer, but is happy where it is. She is currently dealing with the Kettlemans - Craig was the county treasurer who embezzled $1.6 million - and Kim struck a deal with the prosecutor's
office: plead guilty, return the money and get an 18-month sentence. Betsy won't hear about it, Kim is fired, and they're soon on the doorstep of Jimmy looking to hire him. When he refuses, they blackmail him so he takes their case. Seeing no way out, Jimmy turns to Mike Ehrmantraut for help in the right
case. Author GaryKmkd Plot Summary: 16 See all the certificates of Parents' Guide: Add Content Advisory for Parents Edit When Mike shows Jimmy a pile of cash, stacks of money with only two serial numbers. The purple tinted hundred dollar bills in the center of the frame are B 3286220 B, and the
various denominations (fifties and one hundred) outside the central frame are SGI8017583. More on this First Lines by Jimmy McGill: Mike once again I say. It's the only way it works. Read more about Terry Gadsden's change, e curiosidades user reviews! Estamos de Volta com coluna, depois de tres
episedios de Better Call Saul. Nesse post vou separar um momento curioso de cada um dessede episedios, vamos l. Better call Sol Bingo 1x07 o momento que mais poderia ter nos dado in'meros easter eggs foi de certa forma decepcionante. Logo no in'cio do epis'dio acompanhamos um di'logo de
Jimmy, Mike e os agents do FBI. Ao Fondo, um quadro trazia in'meros procurados, mas todos eles, pratikamente, foram imagens de figurantes. Poderia ter ali alguns dos criminosos de Breaking Bad, como Crazy 8, Emilio, Tuco, enfim, apenas para nostalgia, mas infelizmente isso n'o aconteceu. And
Nika Karinha conhecida foi do ator Todd Sofer, visto no episodeio Live or Die 5x01, de Breaking Bad. Muitos confundiram ele com um personagem visto nesse episedio de better call Saul, que ilustro na imagem, como um dos procurados, mas n'o. Better call Saul Rico 1x08 o oitavo episudio de better
Call Saul n'o trouxe Easter eggs e curiosidades, mas podemos separar um momento, uma refer'ncia, que lembrou um pouco uma grande e bomb'stica cena de Breaking Bad. Better call Saul Pimento 1x09 Essays episedio traria um memories de Jimmy Cuando crian'a, pore cena teve que ser cortada por
quest'o de tempo. Jimmy Crian'a seria vivido sango ator Blake Bertrand. Alias: Email: Password: Thank you for signing up! We've sent a link to your email address. example@mail.com click on the link we sent you to activate your account. Once activated, you can post comments, log in to chat rooms,
create public and private playlists, and more. To your address a six-digit code will be sent. Don't forget to check your spam. 6 Digit Code: Resend Code 7 episode of the first season of Better Call Call Call Saul an episodeJimmi meets with the Teapots to discuss their case of theft. Episode No. Season
1Episod 7DirectorLarysa Kondracki WrittenGennifer HutchisonOriginal Air Date March 16, 2015-03-16)Duration 47 minutesThe voice appearance (s) Julie Ann Emery as Betsy Ketleman Jeremy Shamos as Craig Kettelman Barry Shabak Henley as Detective Greg Sanders Omid Abtahi as Detective
Abbasi Gineffron as Irene Landry Caleb. As Warren Ketlman Sage Bell as Joe Joe Ketlman Episode Chronology ← The Previous Five-O Next →RICO Better Call Saul (season 1) List of Better Call Saul episodes Bingo is the seventh episode the first season of AMC Better Call Saul, a spin-off of Breaking
Bad. The episode aired on March 16, 2015 on AMC in the United States. Outside the U.S., the episode premiered on Netflix's streaming service in several countries. The plot of Jimmy and Mike to return Abbasi's laptop, claiming that they found it in the parking lot of the police station. Despite Abbasi's
accusations, Sanders privately assures Mike that he has nothing to fear. Jimmy finds Chuck standing outside his house, claiming that he is building a tolerance for electromagnetism. He keeps the case file in Chuck's house, hoping to revive Chuck's interest in the law. Later, he brings Kim to the office
suite, which he is considering a lease, and asks her to become his partner. She turns it down because of her loyalty to Hamlin, Hamlin and McGill. Kim is dating Betsy and Craig Ketleman and is offering a plea deal that includes a $1.6 million and 16-month prison sentence for Craig. Since losing in court
would mean 30 years in prison, she recommends That Craig agree. Betsy refuses, maintaining her husband's innocence and denying that there is money to return. The Kellmans will hang up Kim and hire Jimmy, who first urges them to accept a plea deal. Betsy blackmails Jimmy, pointing out that the
Fixer Kettlemans paid him involves him in their crime. While picking up records from HHM, Jimmy discovers Kim has been demoted as a result of the loss of Kettlemans as a customer. Jimmy enlists Mike's help, and Mike sprays fluorescent liquid on cash taken from Jimmy's bribe, which he plants near
Ketleman's house. The Kettlemans find it, assume that it came from the embezzled money, and add it to the rest of the cash in their stash. Mike breaks in and uses a black light to track the money to the false bottom in the bathroom closet. He's leaving with the money, and Jimmy wants him to deliver it to
the D.A. Mike tells Jimmy that this task satisfies the duty he owes for Jimmy's help in stealing Abbasi's notebook. The next day, Jimmy visits the Ketllmans. When they find the money missing, Betsy again threatens to show that Jimmy is guilty, too. Jimmy replies that if she does, she will in a crime for
bribing him. If Betsy and Craig are convicted, Kettman's children will grow up without parents. Teapots agree Accepting the plea deal Kim negotiates, deciding that only one parent going to jail is their best option. Knowing that he is now unable to afford a new workspace, a frustrated Jimmy returns to his
potential office to release his anger. The production was the second episode written by supervised producer Jennifer Hutchison for the series. The film's director Larissa Kondracki. Receiving after the broadcast, the episode received 2.67 million American viewers, and an 18-49 rating of 1.3. The episode
received generally positive feedback from critics. On Rotten Tomatoes, based on 24 reviews, he received a 92% approval rating with an average score of 7.69 out of 10. Consensus site reads: A more low-key episode than the heartbreaking one that came before, Bingo feels like a turning point in Jimmy's
constant quest to be a better person. IGN gave the episode an 8.8 rating. The Telegraph rated the episode 4 out of 5 stars. Inquiries: Bibel, Sarah (March 17, 2015). Monday Cable Ratings: 'WWE Raw' Victory Night, Better Call Saul, Bates Motel, Love and Hip Hop, Fosters and more. TV by numbers.
Received on March 17, 2015. Bingo. Rotten tomatoes. Received on June 24, 2020. Cornet, Roth (March 16, 2015). Better Call Saul: Bingo Review. Ign. Received on March 16, 2015. Power, Ed (March 3, 2015). Better Call Saul: Bingo, seventh episode, review: turning point. Telegraph. Received on
March 17, 2015. Bingo's external references to AMC Bingo to IMDb extracted from (Better_Call_Saul) oldid'978352459 Better Call Saul debuted in early February with the responsibility to follow in the footsteps of Breaking Bad, one of the most valuable and award-winning series of recent times. Now,
after ten episodes of the first season, we can come to the conclusion that the new series not only benefited from the presence of a legion of fans and favorite characters, but also offered an independent, fascinating and surprising narrative. Many who have embarked on the series as Fans of Breaking Bad,
today can take on themselves as fans of Better Call Saul. These are very different productions, but equally attractive. If BB portrayed the Walter White saga that went from a high school chemistry teacher to a master of methamphetamine trading, then now in BCS we follow Jimmy's picket lawyer we
learned to love: Saul Goodman.The first episode begins melancholicly, featuring Saul after the events in Breaking Bad. The first few minutes are all in black and white and have a nostalgic soundtrack. There we come to Saul, I live in fear. In a way, this is the beginning - a window into a sad future. Which
already demonstrates the courage of the producers who start the series already assuming that their main character will not have atall not happy. Next, we met the current Jimmy, a prison lawyer who struggles to win his career but lives Shadow brother, a successful lawyer who lives in seclusion and has a
strange health condition that is described as an allergy to electricity. Jimmy tries to cross the line, but he comes back and half of his opposite past seems to catch up with him. The first season, as it would offer some court cases, focuses primarily on character development. In a way, this is also what
happened in Breaking Bad. Here, for ten episodes, we met the new Saul, more insecure, more naive, but no less intelligent. Jimmy/Saul is the highlight of the series, mainly because of Bob Odenkirk's incredible work, but it's also impossible to put aside the presence of Jonathan Banks as Mike. The
episode, in which Mike remembers his dead son in front of his daughter-in-law, a msmile.. Two actors, by the way, are strong candidates for the next Emmy.AMC has already secured the implementation of the second season of the series. The first year was, as the aforementioned Mike moment and the
confrontation between Jimmy and Chuck in the ninth episode. BCS has an excellent soundtrack and fabulous production design. The highlight, however, goes in the direction of photography. All scenes, in terms of framing and coloring, seem millimeterically thought out. The cast is another force in
production. In addition to the two actors cited, stand out Rhya Seehorn, Michael McKean, Patrick Fabian, Michael Mando, Julie Ann Emery and Raymond Cruz.Although the last episode was not one of the best of the season, it is undeniable that the first year of the series excites, and much. Now, he's
waiting to see what Vince Gilligan and Peter Gould will be preparing for for a second season. Season.
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